Expanding the spectrum of genetic elements transferable by retroviral vectors.
Retroviral vectors are powerful tools to study gene function. However, conventional methods require a cellular transcription step to generate the genomic RNA for viral production. This limits the scope of genetic elements that may be transferred by these vectors, excluding many key gene regulatory signals, including RNA editing motifs, alternative splicing, and various promoter/enhancer constellations, as well as cytotoxic genes. To address this problem, we devised a simple approach where in vitro-synthesized vector genomic RNA is transfected into the cytoplasm of a packaging cell, allowing immediate viral particle assembly. We demonstrate that high-titer retroviruses that efficiently transduce mammalian cell lines and primary cells are readily generated. Importantly, we show that an intron-containing expression cassette can be transferred by this method, leading to increased expression levels in the target cell. Further, we demonstrate that the cap structure is not required for retroviral packaging, thus avoiding translation of vector-encoded genes in the packaging cell. This allows the retroviral transfer of cytotoxic genes or proteins that otherwise inhibit viral production.